Southern SENNtiments

Top Row: Grainger Bullock with Bailey, the AKC mascot; Hank and Dozer Cook with Santa
Bottom Row: Keygan Jarriel with Santa; Kasey Yanusz opening his present; Kip and Tycho Valle with Santa

Happy Holidays! Ringing In 2010
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Three of our members deserve special thanks, as
their actions ensured the success of Swissypalooza.
Many of us are happy to help when called and
asked. But these three members saw a need and
made that call offering to help. None of them ever
put on a dog event of this type or magnitude.
While there were many of us (myself included)
who supported their efforts, these three made the
various pieces fit together as a seamless event.
Thank you Melissa (Jarriel)!
Thank you Linda (Yanusz)!
Thank you Debbie (Echols)!
You all know that I am not the Southbound cheerleader. I’m much more of the “just the facts” type.
The Southbound membership expressed the desire
to host another National Specialty. The Board put
together a site selection committee, and that committee found two wonderful sites. The GSDMCA
Board approved our bid and contract negotiations
are complete. We will host the 2011 National Specialty at Tanglewood Park in Clemmons, North
Carolina.
Now the hard work begins! We need to transition
into an event committee. The current Southbound
Board will not be in office during the 2011 event.
There are a gazillion ways to support the event.
We need every member to think about the support
they can commit to provide and make that call.

The Southbound Board
Back Row (L to R): Cilla Phillips, Secretary; Molly Eichhoefer, President; Glenda Parks, Director; Leigh Poole,
Director; Faye Erickson, Director
Front Row (L to R): Val Guthrie, Vice President; Scott
Patton, Treasurer

I hope everyone had a great holiday season and
gave their Swissys lots of kisses and love.
—Molly E.
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Swissypalooza: A Big Success!
Held November 5-9 in Pickens, SC, the first Swissypalooza was a tremendous success. The site was gorgeous, the weather was perfect, the company was fun, and the
dogs did very well! Take a look at the results of the events:

Drafting: Six Legs (includes 3 titles)
Weight Pull: Nine Legs (includes 2 titles)
Pack Dog: Twenty-Three Legs (includes 3 titles)
CGC: Four Certifications
HIT: One Instinct Certified
DRAFTING LEGS/TITLES
Saturday
Keygan (MDD Title)
Jura (MDD Leg)
Chuckie & Burley (MBDD Leg)

PACK DOG LEGS/TITLES
Thursday
Dash (WPDX Leg)
Tally (WPD Leg)
Daisy (NWPD Leg)
Ditto (NWPD Leg)
Shadow (NWPD Leg)
JuJu (NWPD Leg)
Brig (NWPD Leg)
Jura (NWPD Leg)

Sunday
Lola and Yuri (BDD Title x 2)
Brig (MDD Leg)
Jura (MDD Leg)
WEIGHT PULL LEGS/TITLES
Friday
Grainger 15X Leg (Most Weight Pulled)
Herschel 10X Leg
Dash 10X Leg
Jura 10X Leg
Brig 10X Leg
Saturday
Grainger 15X Leg (Most Weight Pulled, WWD Title)
Herschel 10X Leg (WWD Title)
Dash 10X Leg
Brig 10X Leg
CANINE GOOD CITIZEN CERTIFICATIONS
Ditto
Daisy
Shadow
Tally
Herding Instinct Testing
Shadow (Private Lesson on Saturday)
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Friday
Tally (WPD Title)
Yuri (NWPD Title)
Dash (WPDX Leg)
Eiger (WPDX Leg)
Daisy (NWPD Leg)
Ditto (NWPD Leg)
Shadow (NWPD Leg)
JuJu (NWPD Leg)
Sunday
Herschel (WPDX Leg)
Tally (WPDX Leg)
Monday
Shadow (NWPD Title)
Dash WPDX Leg
Tally (WPDX Leg)
Brig (NWPD Leg)
Jura (NWPD Leg)

Swissypalooza: Drafting Photos!
Clockwise from top right: Jackie Mathis and JuJu, Lola and Yuri (Brace), Keygan, Laura Bullock and Grainger, Faye
Erickson and Magnum, Judges Karen Conant (left) and Peggy Granger (right), Ron Capelli and Jura.
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Swissypalooza: Drafting Brags!
Clockwise from top right: Huck Bothner with Burley and Chuckie, Pam Capelli and Brig, Ron Capelli and Jura, Jackie
Mathis celebrates JuJu’s own navigation through the narrows, Cilla Phillips with Lola and Yuri (new BDD title), Melissa
Jarriel and Keygan (new MDD title)
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Swissypalooza: Hiking!
Clockwise from top right: Leigh Poole and Herschel, scenic falls, heading out; Leigh Poole with Herschel, Scott and
Miles Patton with Bruster, and Jennifer Davis with Tally; Scott Patton on one of the many bridges
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Hike Summary: Jones Gap State Park
Sunday, November 8, 2009
by Leigh Poole
Our group for Sunday’s hike was small – Scott, Miles & Bruster Patton; Jennifer & Tally Davis; Leigh Poole,
and Ryan & Herschel Fleek. Tally and Herschel were going for legs and Bruster was along for the view.
Thankfully Jennifer was with us because she was familiar with procedures at Jones Gap. For each car, we
needed to put $2 per adult in a mailbox near the parking lot and hang a parking tag in our car. Then in another box closer to the trail, Jennifer filed a hiking plan for the group; this was so the park rangers would know
how many people were on the trail and when we were planning to return. Apparently there have been some
situations when hikers haven’t returned…yikes! Thankfully the hike turned out to be moderate and nothing
less than beautiful!
The trail winds along the Middle Saluda River and ascends almost 1,500 feet (we stopped and turned around
somewhere around 1,000-1,100 feet). As we started the hike, we heard the ring of a bear bell. Scott had
placed it on his pack in memory of Flurry, whose spirit was with us that day. She would have been plowing
ahead, never letting her age slow her down. She was always able to keep up with the youngsters. We’re sure
she enjoyed the hike as much as anyone that day.
We started the trail going over a number of medium-sized boulders and crossing several river beds….thank
goodness for Gortex! We passed a number of campers. The campsites are large and are just off the path,
close to the river. On the way up we stopped at one of the waterfalls for pictures. Miles was very brave and
climbed on the rocks to get closer to the falling water (see below). We continued the steady climb and turned
around once we were 4.5 miles in (verified by Ron’s GPS a couple days before). There were also a couple of
downed trees in our path so we felt that was a great place to do an about turn. On the way down, we stopped
at one of the falls we skipped on the way up. We all enjoyed the break, took some pictures, and then headed
down for the last couple miles. Miles was a trooper that day, enjoying the day with his Dad and Swissy
friends. Herschel loved Miles patting him on the head as they walked side by side, Tally posed perfectly for
pictures as always, and Bruster was as quiet as a mouse, such a good boy!
Once we returned to the starting area, Jennifer marked our group as “returned”, we said our goodbyes, and
all headed out. There was a line of cars waiting to enter the park as we exited, so this is a popular destination.
I understand why – it’s a gorgeous hike! I understand this is Cilla’s hike, so thanks so much, Cilla, for selecting this location. We’d love to do it again!
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Swissypalooza: Agility Clinic Photos!
Melissa Jarriel led the agility clinic on Thursday. All the dogs showed potential, and the handlers enjoyed learning the
agility basics. Top row: Ron with Jura, Cilla with Yuri, Debbie Echols with Daisy. Middle row: Jennifer with Tally,
Pam with Brig, Linda Yanusz with Dash. Bottom row: Pam coaxing Brig through the tunnel, Melissa’s loaded truck!
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Swissypalooza: Other Pictures!
Clockwise from top right: Keygan, Tally, Miles and Linda P., Brig, Linda Y. with Kasey & Dash and Molly with Lucy
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Swissypalooza: Other Pictures
Top Row: Leigh and Herschel during weight pull, Linda and Dash on the agility table, Grainger before “launch” during
basic “control.” Middle Row: Melissa and Keygan in their gym tent, the drafting view, Molly. Bottom Row: Cilla with
Yuri and Lola on the freight haul, Debbie “Magic Hands” McClallen giving Laura a back massage in the bunk house
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North Carolina Swissy Picnic 2009
by Leigh Poole
For several years Southbound has held state picnics in the various states across the footprint during
the cooler fall months. The 4th Annual North Carolina Swissy Picnic was held on October 11, 2009
at Cedarock Park in Burlington, NC. We had a huge
turnout! There were approximately 25 humans and
20 Swissys in attendance. We were excited to have
newcomers this year: the Krellwitz family from Durham with Oakley, the Davis family from Raleigh with
Big, Ellie & Rhone, and the Massingill family from
Chapel Hill with Bandi. Bandi was our youngest
Swissy this year and Onyx the eldest and wisest.

Larry very graciously agreed to take pictures of Swissys with and without their humans. Here’s a huge
THANK YOU to both of them. What wonderful photography!

Above: Caleb and Oakley Krellwitz

The park and weather were just perfect for a day of
Swissy good times! As dogs arrived they received
Halloween themed bandanas in their size that Ann
prepared ahead of time – the dogs were dressed for
fun! After a bit of catching up and socializing, we
shared in a terrific lunch of tacos, taco salads and
nachos, and we all said “Baroo Ole’!” Several took
advantage of the fall display Ann and Leigh set up
with a scarecrow, hay bale, and mums. Darlene and

We had excellent drafting demonstrations by Danny &
Kaiser and Laura & Grainger. Linda & Kasey and
Kelly & Burger demonstrated tandem carting, as well.
Several people introduced their Swissy(s) to drafting
with the help of Danny, Linda, and Laura.

Above: Danny and Kaiser during the drafting demonstration.
Left: Bandi Massengill
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continued on next page

Caleb and baby sister, Maya, even enjoyed a cart
ride with Grainger (see picture below)!

Durham, Chapel Hill, Cary, Graham, Greensboro and
north of Greensboro. The day came to an end all too
soon – it was a day full of beautiful Swissys and lots
of fun and laughter. So… what about a Swissy Carnival next year???
Below: Herschel (left) and Kelly Spitale and Ludo (right)

Tracy set up a mock Rally course and demonstrated
how much fun that is with a Swissy. Lots of folks
went through the course, either as practice or as an
introduction. Some of us were better at it than others! Several dog-handler teams joined in the onemile hike through the woods led by Susan and
Leigh. Along the way Susan answered hiking questions for a few folks who are new to pack dog. Others stayed back at the shelter and discussed raw
feeding vs. kibble, vaccination protocols, and other
breed topics.
Throughout the afternoon, fun and useful door
prizes were awarded to the lucky number drawn.
Just about every human went home with a prize. To
top off the experience, each dog went home with a
treat bag. It was exciting to open the treat bag once
home, even after knowing what went into them!

Below: Onyx and Bandi

We enjoyed planning this event and couldn’t have
pulled it off alone. Thank you to everyone doing the
demos and helping others practice the various working events. We must extend special thanks to the
staff at Cedarock Park – the shelter and shelter location are perfect – restrooms, picnic tables, lots of
areas for x-pens & crates, and a flat grassy area for
games & demos accompany it. The weekend staff is
used to seeing Swissys in the area and was more
than happy to see many more that day! Susan
Tucker was able to get the shelter rental for us at no
cost – THANK YOU so much, Susan – we hope our
NC group can revisit the park next year!
Thanks also to all who attended and participated in
the picnic, traveling from east and north of Raleigh,
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Featured Southbound Member
Stacey Gwin
Please share one funny/cute story about one of
your Swissys. Greggory and Meeko had been taking obedience to test for the CGC. They had been
working very diligently and were prepared for the
test. Coda and I were taking the test the same day
and, in an effort to calm the dogs down before the
test, I sent Meeko and Coda to open play that day.
Greggory and Meeko started with the test and were
passing everying with flying colors until the part of
the test required Meeko to sit while Greggory
walked away. Well, she was tired. Meeko kept laying down and Greggory was unable to get her to
stay seated. She looked up at him as if to say....do I
really have to stand up? I just want to sleep for a
while. Greggory was disappointed, but we now
know not to wear her out too much before she takes
a test. :)

Members of your family: Stacey, Brad, Greggory,
and Madeline
Dog names: Ch Living Waters Coda Bear “Coda”
and Halfmoon’s Dreaming Meeko “Meeko”
Where do you live? Alabaster, Alabama
How long have you been involved in Swissys?
Two and a half years.
Activities you've done with Swissys? Conformation, Packing, Weight Pull, some obedience (for
CGC), and now Rally
How did you get involved with Swissys? Of all
things, doginfo.com. After losing our Shepherd
(12) and lab (14) within a month of each other one
summer, I promised my children that we would get
a puppy after Madeline was cleared from her openheart surgery. Much to my relief, they did not request a puppy from Santa Claus that year. Surgery
was in April, and I had been researching breeds
since Christmas. I had almost given up on finding
a Swissy puppy when a friend at work found a
breeder (Dolores) that may have one puppy left.
Dolores was very hesitant in providing a puppy to a
family that had a child that was recovering from
open-heart surgery (and this was warranted). I had
to convince her that we were a special family and
that this was what we needed. I'm really not sure
of her reason; but, Coda became ours and was the
BEST puppy that anyone could ever have asked
for. He was (is) very protective of both my children,
as if this is his calling from a higher power. We are
very fortunate to have found Dolores and Coda.
Why did you choose to get a Swissy? We have
always had large breed dogs and like to be outdoors with them.

From left to right: Madeline, Meeko, Brad, Stacey, Coda, and
Greggory

What is your favorite memory since you've
been in Southbound? When Greggory was
asked to show a bitch for someone and was able to
get Best of Opposite.
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Featured Southbound Member
Laura Bullock

Grainger and the green bean casserole, so I will
share another.

Dog names: Swissy: Ch Sawmill River’s Grainger
McKey RN WWD “Grainger” and Australian Shepherd: Charleston’s Tucks Edo CD RE “Tuck.” I
also co-own another Swissy, Sawmill’s She’s a
Sure Shot! “Oakley.”

My Australian Shepherds have always loved ice—
they love chasing it on the kitchen floor, they love
eating it—they love it. So, I used to give everyone a
piece of ice from the ice dispenser on my refrigerator door.

Where do you live? Raleigh, NC

Grainger was about 11 months old and was slowly
gaining house privileges. He was up to about 15
minutes of unsupervised (out of his crate) time, so I
took a nap and left him loose downstairs with the
other dogs.

Activities you've done with Swissys? Conformation, Rally, Weight Pull, Drafting, Hiking, and Obedience. I’ve also taken agility classes—not my cup
of tea. We just got started with herding lessons,
too.

After a 20-25 minute nap, I came downstairs into the
kitchen and noticed there was about an inch of water all over the floor. The dogs were all staring at
the water and had completely innocent looks on
their faces (of course). I was concerned about a
possible dishwasher leak or a washing machine
leak (laundry room was connected to the kitchen),
but I couldn’t find a leak anywhere!

How did you get involved with Swissys? I’d
wanted a Swissy for at least five years before I actually was blessed with one. While at a dog show
about four years ago, I met Melissa Jarriel and
Keygan who had just come out of the agility ring.
She was nice enough to answer a bunch of questions and give me her email address, and we kept
in touch. She put me in touch with breeder Judy
Fletcher, as a breeding was coming up between
Keygan and her lovely Deme. I’m very excited to
have one of their sons, Grainger.

I cleaned up the water and still could not find the
source. About an hour later, I heard running water
and noticed Grainger was in the kitchen. He had his
chin on the ice dispenser with both Aussies looking
on—waiting for ice to come out. But, the switch was
set on water instead. That booger had been trying
to dispense ice and had almost flooded my kitchen
while I slept! Now, the ice/water dispenser is always on child lock.

Why did you choose to get a Swissy? Everything I had read about them sounded just like what
I wanted—big, but gentle and goofy. The first time
you see a really nice Swissy with that great expression and smile, you just fall in love. Who can resist?
What is your favorite memory since you've
been in Southbound? Grainger was about a year
old during my first time in Perry. I only knew a few
people before then, so nobody really knew me.
Despite my horrendous handling, Grainger took a
5-pt major one of the days. Everyone ringside
really clapped for me and was sincerely happy for
us. That meant a lot since I barely knew anyone.
I’ll never forget how nice everyone was.
Please share one funny/cute story about one of
your Swissys. Living with Grainger means MANY
funny stories. Almost everyone knows the story of

Above: Laura and Grainger win their first 5-pt major in Perry!
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Hard Core Hiking: Jordan Lake, Apex NC
Saturday, January 2nd
by Leigh Poole
We were a small group, but we were fierce! The
temps started in the mid 20s, and with the wind chill
it felt like the 20s throughout the hike. The temps
continued to drop and the wind grew stronger as the
day went on. What a way to usher in a new decade!
Hiking for legs we had Jennifer Davis with Tally,
Linda Yanusz with Dash, and Leigh Poole with
Herschel. Along for exercise and fun were Tracy
Brainard, Darlene Ward, and Ryan Fleek. I call this
the hard core hike not just because of everyone deciding to brave the cold and wind, but because half
of the group hiked without dogs and Jennifer drove
8+ hours round-trip in the same day to hike 10 miles
– wow! I was amazed and very happy to have such
a committed group hiking.
We enjoyed a moderate hike with several steady
inclines and a few flat areas. Most of the hike was
along the lake. We started out around 9 am on blue
trail. We went out to the overlook near the lake so
everyone could see how expansive it is. Jordan is
one of the largest recreation spots in the area, located near the geographical center of NC, and offers a variety of facilities for recreation seekers including campsites, hiking trails, picnic areas,
beaches, boat launching ramps, and a marina. We
often see fishermen out in their boats this time of
year. In the summer the lake is full of boaters water
skiing and tubing.

great cushioning for the joints. Ryan enjoys these
trails more because there are less roots and rocks to
watch for. Although Jennifer may beg to differ because she had a couple battles with fallen tree limbs!
There are a number of trees that have fallen in recent
months – all part of the cycle. We saw not another
soul on the trails so it was great to have the place to
ourselves.
All of the dogs earned Excellent (WPDX) legs:
Bermuda High's Heads Up Tallulah “Tally” Owned &
Handled by Jennifer Davis (4th WPDX leg)
Ch.BlueMist All-American Herschel "Herschel" Owned
& Handled by Leigh Poole (4th WPDX leg)
Halfmoon's Dashing Big Blue "Dash" Owned & Handled by Linda Yanusz (5th WPDX leg)
After the hike we headed to Tyler's Taproom in Apex
for a warm meal and laughter. Oddly enough we were
all colder in our street clothes inside at the restaurant
than in our hiking clothes outside on the trails. Congratulations to all, this hike was not easy, especially
with the cold weather. Keep up the great work and
stay tuned for information on the Umstead B2B.
Cheers to all of the other hard core hikers out there!
Hope you’re enjoying an unusually cold winter in the
south. Yes, we’re dressed like the Michelin man!

Below: Leigh Poole, Jennifer Davis, and Linda Yanusz

The wind near the water was much stronger and we
noticed ice was forming on the rocks just below us.
We headed back to the trailhead and finished right
around 1 pm. Even without Danny we made great
time!
The trails are in great shape considering all the recent rain we've had – there were only a couple of
slightly muddy spots to cross. The trails aren’t traveled nearly as much as some of the others we train
on and they’re covered with pine straw, which is
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2010 Cotton Classic Trophy Sponsors
Sweepstakes

Sponsored by:

Regular Classes Sponsored by:

6-9 Puppy Dog

Margaret Poole, Dedicated to the
GSMD Greater Beginnings

Best of Breed

Southbound GSMDC

9-12 Puppy Dog

IMO of Nero

Best of Winners

Leigh Poole and Ryan Fleek

12-15 Junior Dog

IMO of Sebastian

Best of Opposite

Brendamines Swissy's
Brenda and Harry Naylor

15-18 Junior Dog

IMO Bernie and Misty

1st Award of Merit

Valerie Valle

6-9 Puppy Bitch

Margaret Poole, Dedicated to the
GSMD Greater Beginnings

2nd Award of Merit

Stacey Gwin

9-12 Puppy Bitch

IMO of Flurry

Winners Dog

12-15 Junior Bitch

Paula, Spencer and Robert Botkin

15-18 Junior Bitch

IMO of Bonnie Doon

Winners Bitch

Best Puppy in Sweeps

Laura Bullock

Reserve Winners Bitch Dan and Priscilla Sparks

BOS Sweeps

John & Ann Gallagher,
Xemplar Swissys

6-9 Dog

Valerie Valle

7-9 Veteran Dog

Brendamines Swissy's
Brenda and Harry Naylor

9-12 Dog

Mac McFadden and Debbie Echols

9-11 Veteran Dog

Kathy Nebel & Jeff Schmitt IMO
Yankee

12-18 Dog

Linda and Danny Yanusz

11+ Veteran Dog

Kathy Nebel & Jeff Schmitt IMO
Toby

American Bred Dog

Faye and Eric Erickson

7-9 Veteran Bitch

Vicki Combs

Bred by Exhibitor Dog

Brendamines Swissy's
Brenda and Harry Naylor

9-11 Veteran Bitch

Cilla Phillips IMO Scooter

Open Dog

Faye and Eric Erickson

11+ Veteran Bitch

Glenda Parks

6-9 Bitch

Valerie Valle

Best Veteran in Sweeps

Bunty Volls IMO Amos, CH Schaff9-12 Bitch
hausen’s Anselm ROM

Scott and Linda Patton

BOS Veteran

Bunty Volls IMO Amos, CH Schaff12-18 Bitch
hausen’s Anselm ROM

Jennifer Adams

Jr Showmanship

Sponsored by:

American Bred Bitch

Cathy Cooper, Shadetree GSMD

Novice Junior

Jackie and Stewart Mathis

Bred by Exhibitor
Bitch

Brendamines Swissy's
Brenda and Harry Naylor

Novice Intermediate

Cathy Overton

Open Bitch

Glenda Parks

Novice Senior

Cathy Overton

Veteran Dog

Faye and Eric Erickson, IMO CH
Bermuda High's Top Gun

Open Junior

Paula, Spencer and Robert Botkin

Veteran Bitch

Bunty Volls IMO Amos, CH
Schaffhausen’s Anselm ROM

Open Intermediate

Val Guthrie

Brace

Valerie Valle

Open Senior

IMO Samson and Dexter

Stud Dog

Melissa Jarriel

Best Junior

IMO Corrie and Nina

Brood Bitch

Tracy Brainard and Darlene Ward

Mac McFadden and Debbie Echols
Molly Eichhoefer IMO CH ShadeReserve Winners Dog tree's Rough N Ready Teddy,
WPD
Jackie and Stewart Mathis

Obedience: Highest Scoring Swissy in Obedience (Saturday) and Highest Scoring Swissy in Rally (Saturday)
Sponsored by Natalie and Mark O'Neill in memory of Twinpine's Aiko "Jonah" CGC, NWPD, RN, NDD
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“Keygan”
New Master Draft Dog

BISS CH Rippling Waters Havelock Key VGSX, MDD
CDX, NAP, AJP, WPDX, WWDX
CHIC# 23317
Owned and Adored by Melissa & Brett Jarriel
Bred by Peggy and David Roderick

Excellent Versatility Greater Swiss
Master Draft Dog
Excellent Companion Dog
Excellent Pack Dog
Excellent Working Weight Dog
Excellent Agility Jumper

“Excellent” Performance Across the Board
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In Loving Memory of Bonnie Doon (1998(1998-2009)
Rippling Waters Bonnie Doon, CGC, HIT, NWPD
I sent her off on a clear cold day. The kind
she loved to sit on the porch and just watch
when it was cold cold out there. And even
though my eyes are swollen from the tears, I
can see her walking on four good strong legs,
looking for the Chihuahua section.
She was a dog whose presence among other
dogs was clear, she was the alpha. She decided who could play and who needed to stay
on the deck. While she pretended to be aloof,
she never took her eyes off me. She never refused to do anything for me, if I asked her to do
it, she gave it her all. She was just like that.
She was smart, confident, willing and
bold. Everything you could ever want in a
Swissy. And more.
And she was beautiful. Her breeder, Peggy Roderick, told me that in the litter of 13 puppies, you
never had any problem picking out Bonnie Doon, she was the whitest face there. And the one
usually in mischief!
Thank you Peggy and Dave, I cannot imagine my life without my beautiful girl.
Go far, my girl, on four strong legs........find those
Chihuahuas..........they keep them somewhere
over there!
On our walk with the two dogs last night, we
turned the corner and faced our house at the end
of the street. The moon was rising just above it.
We saw the moonbeam stretch from our back
yard, through Max's star and the Orion constellation and on to the edge of the moon and I felt
Pepsi’s breeze on my cheek. Frank said they
were guiding Bonnie Doon home.

The moon will always remind me of my girl.

Deeply missed by Glen and Frank Parks, Baton Rouge, LA
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RALLY BOOTCAMP for BEGINNERS
1 0 AM - 3 PM - Sunday, February 28th
Town and Country Canine Learning Center - 2010 N Salem Street - Apex, NC
Working participants (with dogs) must bring their own ex-pen or crate, soft dog training treats, collar (no
harnesses or head collars, please), and 4’ or 6’ non-retractable lead.
All attendees should bring their own folding chair.

Working Team (with ONE dog) $70, cost includes lunch
Auditor (NO dog) $25, cost includes lunch

Call Town and Country at 919-387-7833 to
reserve your spot! This bootcamp is limited
to 12 working teams!
Contact Instructor Laura Bullock for more information
(lauracbullock@earthlink.net or 919-327-0355)

Fee Schedule for the
Electronic Newsletter
Full Page: $30
Half Page: $20
Memorials: no charge
Send all content and high resolution photos to Laura Bullock at
lauracbullock@earthlink.net
Mail checks payable to SouthBound GSMD:
SouthBound Newsletter
c/o Laura Bullock
4820 Morning Edge Dr.
Raleigh, NC 27613
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